SYNOPSIS
ACT ONE
Early Sunday morning, August 1946. The action takes place in the backyard of the Keller home which is located on the
outskirts of an American town. The Keller home is a well kept two storey home. In the garden there is an apple tree
which has broken in half as a result of a storm.
Joe Keller is reading the newspaper with his neighbour, Doctor Jim Bayliss. They are joined by another neighbour,
Frank Lubey. Joe explains he no longer reads the news section of the paper as he prefers to read the ‘wanted’ ads.
Joe is amazed at the things people ask for and the new types of jobs people can do. He explains, ‘In my day, either
you were a lawyer, a doctor or you worked in a shop’. Frank notices that the Kellers’ apple tree has been snapped
in half by high winds. Frank comments that Joe’s son Larry would have turned 27 years old this month and that it’s
funny that the tree was blown down so close to his birthday. Frank reveals that he is working on Larry’s horoscope
to find out if the day Larry went missing, 25 November, was a favourable day. Frank believes it would be impossible
for someone to die on their favourable day and that this could prove that Larry is in fact alive. Jim asks if anyone has
seen his son, as he has taken his doctor’s thermometer. Frank comments that he thinks Jim’s son will grow up to be
a doctor but Jim rejects that idea, saying that he hopes his son will do something else.
Jim asks where Ann is and Joe tells him that she is upstairs sleeping, as they collected her from the train station at
one am. Joe says that Ann has grown into a beautiful woman. It is revealed that when Ann was a child she used to live
in the house Jim now owns. They are interrupted by Jim’s wife Sue who tells Jim that one of his patients, Mrs Adams,
is on the phone. Sue tells Jim he should visit another patient, Mr Hubbard, but Jim tells his wife that Mr Hubbard isn’t
sick and doesn’t require his attention. Sue tells her husband that he should see him anyway as he could make ten
dollars. Jim and Sue exit.
Frank’s wife Lydia enters and asks Frank to fix the toaster, which he reluctantly agrees to do. Lydia also notices the
fallen tree and asks if Ann has arrived as they knew each other as children. Lydia asks if Ann is due to marry or if she
is seeing anyone. Lydia is surprised that Ann is unmarried while she is married with three children. She always thought
it would be the other way around. Joe tells her that’s what war does; he used to have two sons now he has one.
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Joe’s son, Chris, enters and Lydia exits. Joe asks his son if he has seen the apple tree. Joe is worried about what his
wife, Kate, is going to make of it. They are interrupted by Bert, a neighbourhood kid. Joe pretends that Bert is working
for him as a policeman. This is a game they regularly play. Bert believes Joe has a jail in his basement and asks if he
can see it. Joe refuses and sends Bert back to the street to keep an eye on the neighbourhood.
Chris and Joe return to their conversation about the tree. Chris reveals that his mother, Kate, has already seen the
fallen tree as he saw her in the garden at 4am. He also says that he could hear his mother crying in the kitchen. Chris
believes they have made a mistake in letting Kate believe that Larry is still alive, as no one else believes it. Joe is
frightened about confronting Kate and challenges Chris to prove that Larry is dead. Instead Chris reveals that the
reason he asked Ann to come back is so he can ask her to marry him. Joe tells Chris that he doesn’t know how Kate
will react to this news, as Ann was supposed to marry Larry. Chris laments that he has held back in life because
he was always thinking about other people’s feelings. Joe asks why he has to marry Ann as they haven’t seen each
other since Chris went away to war five years ago. He tells his son that if he marries Ann he is sending a message
to his mother that Larry is dead. Chris is resolute however and tells his father that he will leave town and the family
business if he has to. This shocks Joe who tells Chris that the business is all for him.
Kate enters complaining that she has a pain in her head. She comments that everything seems to be happening at the
same time: Larry’s birthday, the fallen apple tree and Ann’s arrival. Kate says she is unsure why Ann has come back,
but it is suggested from the way she reacts to Chris that she has her suspicions. Kate says she loves Ann for holding
out hope that Larry is alive and not marrying someone else. Kate relates a dream she had the previous night of Larry
crashing his plane and calling out to her. When she woke up she walked out to the garden and found the tree broken.
We discover that the tree was planted in Larry’s memory. Chris tries to suggest it’s time to forget Larry, but Kate is
unmoved. Chris suggests the family and Ann go out dancing that evening, to which everyone agrees. Chris exits.
Kate immediately begins interrogating Joe as to why Chris invited Ann. Kate reveals her suspicions that she thinks
Chris is planning to propose. Joe dances around the subject but Kate is against the idea. She is convinced Larry is
alive and will return and that Joe, above all, must believe that. Joe asks her what she means but Kate will not elaborate.
They are interrupted by the return of Bert who has come to report on another child that he would like Joe to arrest. Kate
is furious and tells Bert there is no jail and that he should go home. She tells her husband to stop talking about jail.
Ann and Chris appear. Ann is wearing an expensive dress and they all comment on how beautiful she is. Jim appears
briefly and introduces himself to Ann, who comments on how odd it is to see a stranger in her childhood home. Kate
turns the conversation to Larry and Ann is embarrassed to discover she slept in Larry’s room without realising it was
his. She is surprised that Kate has kept all of Larry’s clothes and shoes in such good condition. Kate asks Ann if her
parents are going to get divorced but Ann says that her mother has forgiven her father. Kate gently tries to find out if
Ann is dating anyone but Ann bluntly tells her that she is not waiting for Larry. Kate refuses to accept this.
Frank arrives and welcomes Ann. He asks about her brother, George, who is now a lawyer, and if her father, Steve,
is expecting to be paroled soon. Before she can answer Chris interrupts and Frank takes his cue and exits. Ann asks
the Kellers if people still talk about her father, but they assure her he is forgotten. Joe says the only person who talks
about the case is his wife. Joe explains that when he was let out of jail the local kids came round to ask him questions
about it. They ended up getting confused and started to believe Joe was a detective. Ann remembers the neighbours
accusing Joe and her father of being murderers, but Kate says it was different with Joe as he was exonerated. Joe
relates his release and how he purposefully got dropped off on the corner so he could walk down the road in full view
of his neighbours. He explains it was the only way to gain back people’s respect. Ann admits that she hasn’t been in
touch with her father and neither has her brother George. It is revealed that Ann’s father was sent to jail for shipping
faulty aeroplane parts that caused 21 aeroplanes to crash. Ann says those faulty parts could have gone into Larry’s
plane at which point Kate asks her not to say that again. Kate exits. Joe tells Ann she should forgive his father and
that he was guilty of being a coward not a criminal. He tells her that her father made a mistake in shipping the parts,
but he wouldn’t have done it if he’d known how dire the consequences would be. Joe also says he would have stopped
him but unfortunately was not at work that day as he was unwell. Joe exits to book a table, leaving Chris and Ann alone.

Ann says she can’t stay as she thinks Kate wants her to leave. Chris and Ann dance around why she has travelled to
see him, but eventually Chris asks her to marry him. We discover that they have been writing to each other for some
time. They kiss and Chris declares that finally they are both going to live. Chris explains that his experiences have
changed his outlook on the world. During the War he saw men sacrifice everything, including their lives, for each other.
When he came back from the War he was shocked to discover how little meaning that sacrifice seemed to have to
everyone who was left behind. He feels people have a duty to be better in honour of those who gave their lives.
‘I felt wrong to be a alive, to open the bank-book, to drive the new car,
to see the new refrigerator... When you drive that car you’ve got to
know that it came out of the love a man can have for a man, you’ve got
to be a little better because of that. Otherwise what you really have
is loot, and there’s blood on it’
Ann tells him he shouldn’t feel like that and that he has a right to all the things he has. She tells him that there is nothing
wrong with his father’s money and to remember the hundreds of aeroplanes his father put in the air. They kiss again
but are interrupted by Joe returning.
Joe makes fun of the happy couple, who tell him they plan to get married. Joe tells Ann that her brother George is on
the phone. He doesn’t know why he is calling. Ann exits to take the call. Joe reveals that George has been to see his
father in prison and asks if Ann knew. Chris doesn’t think she does but Joe is worried that Ann may hold a grudge
against him as Steve has always blamed Joe for what happened. Joe tells Chris he is going to sign the business over
to him and build him a house. Joe is aware that Chris feels ashamed of the family money. He also tells Chris he is going
to help him break the news about the engagement to Kate.
Ann returns with the news that George is on his way to the Keller household, although she is unsure why he is coming.
Chris takes Ann for a drive round the park. Kate warns Joe that George is a lawyer now and that he has to be smart.
Joe is angered by Kate’s comment and exits, slamming the door behind him.
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ACT TWO
Twilight, that same evening. Chris is sawing at the broken apple tree. He carries the broken branches into the alley.
Kate arrives with homemade grape juice, which she says is George’s favourite. Chris asks why his father is sleeping
and Kate tells him he always does that when he is worried about something. Kate thinks George might want to open
his father’s case again but Chris disagrees calling George ‘a damn fool’.
Ann enters and Kate exits. Ann is desperate to tell Kate about the engagement but Chris wants to wait until the time
is right. Chris exits and Sue enters looking for her husband. Ann tells her that Jim has gone to pick up her brother from
the airport. Ann and Sue discuss marriage. Sue explains that her husband dreams of doing medical research which
would make him much happier but would mean a cut in income for the family. Sue asks Ann to move away when she
marries Chris because she worries about Chris’s influence on Jim. ‘Chris makes people want to be better than it’s
possible to be’. Sue doesn’t idolise Chris in the same way her husband does, as he takes money from Joe’s business,
which she sees as corrupt. Ann defends Joe but Sue tells her she believes Joe pulled a fast one to get out of jail.
Sue tells Ann none of the neighbours believe Joe is innocent.
Chris enters and asks Sue to check on his mother as she is worked up and Sue exits. Ann tells Chris what Sue has
just said to her. Chris rejects the idea that his father could be guilty but Ann is starting to have doubts. Ann is starting
to wonder if she shouldn’t have turned her back on her father.
Joe enters and starts joking with Chris and Ann. He tells them that his factory is full of ex-army lieutenants, majors and
colonels and that he’s afraid to ask anyone to sweep the floor for fear of offending someone. Joe tells Ann he has
a proposition for George but that he would like her to put it to him. He tells her he can set George up in town as he
is friendly with some big lawyers in the area. He also offers to give Ann’s father a job when he gets out of prison.
Lydia arrives to do Kate’s hair and Joe takes her inside.
Jim returns but without George, who he has asked to stay in the car. Jim warns Chris not to allow George to come
into the house. Jim tells Chris not to let George say what he has to say in front of Kate. Chris rejects Jim’s arguments
and goes to retrieve George, who suddenly arrives around the corner. George is combative and can’t stop moving.
Ann asks how their father is doing and George tells her he has gotten smaller. George tells Ann that she cannot marry
Chris because his father, Joe, destroyed their family.
George explains that he went to visit their father in prison to let him know that Ann was going to see Chris and they
were probably going to get engaged. When he got to the prison he heard his father’s side of the story. Steve called
Joe as soon as he found out about the defects and Joe told him over the phone to ship them. Joe told Steve he would
take responsibility for anything that happened but later denied the phone call had ever taken place. Ann and Chris don’t
believe George’s story and Chris asks why after all these years George has changed his mind on Steve’s innocence.
George tells Chris he only ever believed Joe’s story because Chris believed it but after hearing his father’s version
of events he now knows the truth. George accuses Chris of knowing the truth all along and challenges him on why
Chris has never put his name on the family business.
Kate enters and her presence defuses the situation as George clearly has affection for Kate. Kate starts to fuss over
George, commenting on his grey hair and how skinny he looks.
‘Honest to God, it breaks my heart to see what happened to all
the children. How we worked and planned for you, and you end
up no better than us’
George insinuates that both Ann and he need to leave on the 8.30pm train. Lydia enters and is excited to see George,
with whom she used to date. George is hurt to discover that Lydia is married now with three babies. Lydia asks if
George would like to meet her children but he declines and she exits. Kate tells George he should move back and that
Joe will set him up with work. George is taken aback that Joe would want him back in the neighbourhood. Kate starts
discussing a girl she would like to set George up with and he almost seems convinced, until Joe enters. George tells
Joe that his father is unwell and that he has a lot of anger towards Joe. Joe brings up some of Steve’s past failings and
reminds George that his father always struggled to accept blame. Ann and Kate convince George to get a later train
and stay for dinner.

George tells them that he has never felt at home anywhere but his old neighbourhood and he remarks that nothing
seems to have changed and that the Kellers don’t seem to have aged at all. Kate slips up and tells George that Joe
hasn’t been sick in the last 15 years, forgetting for a moment that he called in sick the day Steve shipped the faulty
aeroplane parts. Kate and Joe try to backtrack but George won’t let it go.
Frank enters proclaiming that he has finished Larry’s horoscope and that as a result he believes Larry is still alive.
25 November was in fact Larry’s favourable day. Chris won’t believe it and Frank exits. A car horn is heard signalling
that the Keller’s car has arrived to take them to dinner. Chris tells George he should leave but Kate tells Ann to go
with him, saying that she is Larry’s girl and shouldn’t be here. Ann refuses to leave and George exits. Ann follows
to see him off.
Chris blurts out that he is going to marry Ann. Kate demands Joe say something but Joe doesn’t take her side. Chris
tells his mother to let Larry go but she says she can’t because if he’s dead then Joe is responsible and she cannot
accept that. Chris is shocked to discover that his father was in fact guilty and demands an explanation. Joe tells his son
that he had no choice. If he hadn’t shipped those parts he would have lost his factory. Joe tells his son that he hoped
the army would notice the defects by which point he would have corrected the problem. When that didn’t happen he
was planning to confess but at that point it was too late and 21 planes had crashed.
‘Chris, I did it for you, it was a chance and I took it for you.
I’m sixty one years old, when would I have another chance
to make something for you?’
Chris is furious at his father for what he did to those twenty one pilots. He calls him lower than an animal and challenges
him asking him, ‘Don’t you have a country? Don’t you live in the world?’. Chris exits.
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ACT THREE
It is two in the morning. Kate is rocking ceaselessly in her rocking chair. Jim enters, returning from a house call.
Kate tells him she is waiting up for Chris who has not yet returned. Ann is upstairs and has not emerged since her
brother left. Jim confesses that he has always known that Joe was guilty. Kate tells him she always thought Chris must
have known on some level and that the truth wouldn’t be that big a shock to him. Jim comforts her and tells her that
Chris will come back eventually and that he will learn to live with it. Jim tells Kate that he once ran off and lived in
New Orleans for two months doing medical research. He was happy but when Sue found him he ended up coming
back home. Joe enters and Jim exits to look for Chris. Joe is angry at Jim for sticking his nose in but Kate tells him
Jim has always known Joe’s secret. Joe asks if Ann knows and Kate tells him she must have figured it out after Chris
left. Kate tells her husband that when Chris returns he should offer to turn himself in. She tells Joe that Chris would
never make him go to jail but if Joe shows contrition his son will forgive him. Kate tells Joe that to Chris there is
something bigger than family but Joe doesn’t understand what she is saying.
‘I’m his father and he’s my son, and if there is something bigger
than that I’ll put a bullet in my head!’
Ann enters. She tells the Kellers that she won’t do anything about Joe but Kate must tell Chris that she knows Larry
is dead so that Chris and Ann can be free to get married. Kate refuses. Ann asks Joe to go inside which he does. Ann
tells Kate that she knows Larry is dead. She tells Kate that when she came she had no idea that Joe was guilty: that
she just came to get married. Ann produces a letter written by Larry just before he died. She tells Kate she didn’t want
to share the letter but feels Kate has forced her hand. Kate reads the letter and is shocked by its contents.
Chris enters, exhausted. Chris tells his mother that he is going to leave town. He admits he had his suspicions about
his father’s guilt but he couldn’t bring himself to face the truth. He thinks his father should be in jail but he tells his
mother that she has made him practical. Ann tells Chris that she will go with him but Chris tells her she can’t. He
believes that she will always want him to do something about Joe.
Joe enters and tells Chris they have to talk. He challenges Chris asking if his family’s wealth bothers him, which Chris
admits it does. Joe tells him that all the money belongs to Chris and he can give it away or throw it in the sewer if he
wants to’. Joe says if he goes to jail half the country should go with him for making money off the War. Ann gives Chris
his brother’s letter. Chris reads the contents out loud. He reveals that Larry read about his father being arrested and
was so horrified by his crime that as a result he planned to purposefully crash his plane, killing himself. Joe is devastated
by this revelation and seems to gain a deeper understanding of his crime.
‘I think to him they were all my sons. And I guess they were, I guess
they were’
Joe says he’s going for a drive and goes inside to get his jacket. A gunshot is heard inside the house. Ann runs to
find Jim and Chris runs into the house. Chris returns and runs into his mother’s arms. He blames himself for Joe’s
suicide but Kate tells him to forget and to live his life. Kate quietly enters the house.

